Introduction. From Maharam's theorem [2]
on the structure of measure algebras it is very easy to obtain a unique characterization, in terms of cardinal numbers, of an arbitrary measure ring. An example of a measure ring is the ring of lίellinger types of (finite) measures on an additive class of sets. In this note, the cardinal numbers are computed which characterize the ring of Hellinger types of measures on the Baire subsets of a cube of arbitrary dimension.
Definitions.
A lattice R is a Boolean σ-rίng if (a) the family R x of all subelements of any given element x form a Boolean algebra, and (b) any countable family of elements has a least upper bound. If, in addition, for each x in R there exists some countably additive finite-valued real function on R x which is 0 only for the zero-element of R, then R is a measure ring.
x A Boolean σ-ring with a largest element is a Boolean σ-algebra. A measure ring with a largest element is a measure algebra. The measure algebra of a finite measure μ is the Boolean σ-algebra of μ measurable sets modulo μ null sets.
A subset S of a Boolean σ-algebra R is a σ-basis if the smallest σ-subã lgebra of R containing S is R itself. R is homogeneous of order Cί if, for every nonzero element x of R, the smallest cardinal number of a σ-basis of R x is Cί,
We observe that R cannot be homogeneous of finite nonzero order. If it is homo* geneous of order 0, it is the two-element Boolean algebra.
Let Cί be an infinite cardinal, / the unit interval [0, 1] , and I a the topological product of / with itself Cί times (the Cί-dimensional cube). L will denote the product Lebesgue measure on the Baire subsets of 7 α , and M the measure algebra of Z/ α . Then it is not hard to see that M is homogeneous of order Cί. Maharam has in fact shown that it is, essentially, the only measure algebra of order Cί. Then the function m, defined for subelements ψ of φ by is countably additive, nonnegative, and finite-valued and has value 0 only for Now for each cardinal α, let {% a g} (β < p a ) be a maximal disjoint family of elements of R homogeneous of order Cί; let R a β be the algebra of subelements of % a β By the definition of homogeneity, the % a n are all disjoint, and it is almost trivial to show that
which depends only on the cardinal function p. Proof. This follows from Kuratowski's result [1] that any two complete metric spaces X and Y having the same cardinal number are connected by a one-to-one Borel mapping of X onto Y whose inverse is also Borel.
In view of Lemma 1, we restrict ourselves to cardinals OC which are infinite. α ' which coincide on P. I claim they must then be equal. If this is so, the lemma is proved, since the number of real functions on P is c α .
Since P is closed under finite intersection, it is easily seen that μ and v must coincide on finite unions of sets in P. That Tψ is a σ-homomorphism is evident. Now B^a* is the smallest additive class of subsets of I a which contains P (defined in the proof of Lemma 2).
That every Baire set A in I a maps into a Baire set in / will follow if sets in 
